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• Statistical studies have shown that a

country's economic wealth is largely

based on equality among economic

actors. In France, INSEE national institute

is in charge of male-female salary

inequality studies: method used is

Oaxaca and Blinder’s one, conclusive on

very large samples.

• We present here implementation of

this method in JMP PRO.

• An exceptional request emerged in NXP

to conduct a male-female salary

inequality study within NXP France:

besides the expected results, efficiency

of Oaxaca and Blinder’s method on

small samples was considered.

• This was also to opportunity to question

about possibility of Oaxaxa and

Blinder’s method implementation to

compare yield of two products

Oaxaca and Blinder’s method to compare two systems:
from the typical application for ‘male vs female’ salary inequality study,

towards yield comparison of two products
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Method

• The Blinder–Oaxaca decomposition is a statistical method that explains the difference in the means of a dependent variable

between two groups by decomposing the gap into that part that is due to differences in the mean values of the independent

variable within the groups, on the one hand, and group differences in the effects of the independent variable, on the other

hand.

• Linear wage regressions are separately estimated for individuals i in groups A and B:

(1) ln(wagesAi) = XAiβA + µAi

(2) ln(wagesBi) = XBiβB + µBi

where Χ is an explanatory variable vector such as education, experience, industry, and occupation, βA and βB are coefficients and 

μ is an error term. 

• Let bA and bB be respectively the regression estimates of βA and βB

• Then, since the average value of residuals in a linear regression is zero, we have:

(3) mean[ln(wagesA)] – mean(ln(wagesB)] = bAmean(XA) – bBmean(XB)

= bA[mean(XA)-mean(XB)] + mean(XB)(bA-bB)

bA[mean(XA)-mean(XB)] is the impact of between-group differences in the explanatory variables X, evaluated using the 

coefficients for group A.

mean(XB)(bA-bB) is the differential not explained by these differences in observed characteristics X.

Some theoretical explanations …



• Input data: sample of about 1000 records (83%

male / 17% female)

• Important note: fully modified data from the

original real data set, for JMP e-poster

• Potential factors:
Continuous factors :

Length of service

Time in job

Age

Worked time (full time/part-time_%)

Categorical factors :

Job level

Job family

Job title

• Response: ln(Annualized Wage)

• Model built: main factors, no interaction nor

curvature (strictly Oaxaca and Blender’s method)

• Delta = Value modeled by female model on

female data – Value that would be obtained by

male model on female data

• JMP platform used: Fit Model from Analyze menu

• Time in job and Worked time factors

are found not significant and are

removed.

• There is not enough data for the Job

family and Job title factors that have

to be removed from the models.

• The male and female models are

found very different.

• Distribution of Delta values is found

abnormal and decentered to the left

(negative values):

o There is a significant difference

between the male-female models

against women;

o Inter-individual difference

between male and female

models is different.

Oaxaca and Blender’s method implementation Results and first conclusions

Factor logworth and profiler for female model

Factor logworth and profiler for male model

Distribution of Delta values: decentralization to the left

against women

Next step
• Explanations of these differences on

female vs male models are looked

from different visualizations, graphs

and statistical tests.



• A Chi-Square test is performed on gender

by job level: conclusion is a significant

association between gender and job

level, but low number of women in some

grades makes the test suspect.

Contingency analysis of gender by 

job level

Cochran-Armitage trend test

• The Cochran-Armitage test makes it

possible to test whether proportions,

potentially calculated from a contingency

table, can be considered as varying

linearly according to an ordinal or

continuous variable.

• Here, there is a statistically significant

linear trend between female proportion

and job level.

Contingency analysis of gender by 

salary range

• There are a significant association and

a linear trend between gender and

salary range.



• Job families and titles are lacking in the generated models

due to small sample sizes: it may be possible to change

definition and recording of this type of data to be able to

take them into account.

• Study degrees by employee are not present in the data

set, so that there is no possibility to study degree

distributions and to integrate as factors in the models.

• Finally, from these small samples, by Oaxaca and

Blender’s method, it is not possible to extract some

conclusions to decide on the actions that would be

necessary in order to correct the observed female vs

male salary differences: are these ones generated by

organizational company structure or by a cultural or social

behavior from management ? (actions on company

structure or on people ?)

• New context: fab-to-fab technology transfer, yield

comparison for two different products

• Typical method: Delta Sigma Analysis of Process-

and Product Parameters

• Principle of Delta Sigma: comparison of two

distributions, by calculating the Parameter shift of

the median Q2 expressed in Sigma (PSQ)

• Delta Sigma criterion: the criterion is based on the

NXP 6 Sigma program. A design that can accept

twice the normal variation of the process (± 6

Sigma) can expect to have no more than 0.3 ppm,

even if the process were to shift± 1 Sigma.

• Oaxaca and Blender’s method usage: in parallel to

Delta Sigma analysis, some studies based on

Oaxaca and Blender’s method, were conducted in

this new context. But, in spite of more powerful

conclusions that may be extracted from large

samples (continuous or categorical parameters

taken into account, full model design, …), this

hardly competes for customers with Delta Sigma

method simplicity and are finally reserved for

specialized modeling studies.

Final conclusion for salary inequality study
Method implementation in other contexts: 

technology transfer, yield comparison

• It is interesting to note that a statistical software as JMP

that NXP is used to work with in typically technical context

of test data for example, is fully adapted to manage HR

data, and answer to social questions.

• Furthermore, it could have been possible to make models

still more complex, beyond strict Oaxaca and Blender’s

method, adding interactions or curvatures.

JMP PRO usage
Delta Sigma method


